Shared Content Leadership Group

Meeting Minutes, April 12, 2019

Present: Jo Anne Newyear Ramirez (B), Bob Heyer-Gray (D), Alison Scott (LA–chair), Jim Dooley (M), Tiffany Moxham (R), Martha Hruska (SD), Eunice Schroeder (SB), Kerry Scott (SC), Ivy Anderson (CDL), Becky Imamoto (LAUC)

Absent: John Renaud (I)

Announcements, Housekeeping and Calendar Review

- Minutes of the March 22, 2019, meeting were reviewed and approved.

Elsevier

- In response to request from Elsevier Task Force, SCLG discussed aspects of ClinicalKey.

Offsetting

- Communications plan for Cambridge University Press agreement were discussed: feedback from campuses has been positive.
- Implementation of the CUP agreement will require new (and changing) workflows, and a project team will be charged.
- Update on progress toward other opportunities for offsetting transformative agreements was provided.

Tier One Review

- Results of FY 2018-2019 reviews were shared, with consensus that reviews will continue for resources up for renewal in FY 2019-2020, using the same criteria.
- Members agree that a topic for future discussion should be the UC Libraries’ approach to OA investments for collections.

CDL Licensing Updates

CDL One-time Fund:

- CDL has made the following OA investments on behalf of the entire UC, and appreciated helpful feedback from CKGs, STAR Team, JSC, and SCLG:
  - Public Domain Song Anthology: Popular Music for Study and Performance: Total $6,000, for the Executive Producer level contribution. Interested UC campuses will receive a physical copy of the score. Scott Stone (UCI) helped coordinate this effort.
  - Media History Digital Library: Total $10,000, to support digitization of the public domain run of TV Forecast / TV Guide. Diana King (UCLA) helped coordinate this effort.

Open Positions:

- Licensing Analyst – To be announced soon. The final candidate accepted CDL offer, and will start on May 1, 2019.
• **Shared Content Service Coordinator** – Discussing with the final candidate.

**CDL Usage Statistics (Reminder)** – CDL is implementing RedLink Consortia Dashboard for campuses to track usage statistics of system-wide licensed contents, with roll planned for early Fall 2019. Due to staff shortage and a complicated transition from MPS ScholarlyStats to RedLink, CDL has not been able to post the 2017 and 2018 Annual Usage Statistics Reports on CDL’s website. We will provide these reports as soon as the RedLink implementation project is completed. We appreciate your understanding for the delay and will do our best to support campuses’ needs. Please use cdlstats@ucop.edu to contact CDL staff for any questions related to CDL usage statistics or vendor admin login information.

**CDL Acquisitions (Reminder)** – CDL Acquisitions implemented FreshDesk to track customer inquiries and CDL Acquisitions’ responses. Please use cdlacq@cdlib.org to contact CDL Acquisitions, instead of individual email addresses.

**LICENSES / Agreements**

- **ACM** – Discussions on OA transformative agreement is ongoing. CDL has scheduled an in-person meeting with ACM and collaborating libraries (CDL, CMU, Iowa State, MIT, and Minnesota.) for April 22 to develop a strategy that works for all participants.
- **Elsevier Health Science ebooks 2019** – SCLG proposal was recently approved. Seven campuses (B, D, I, LA, R, SD, SF) are participating. CDL is working on the new ScienceDirect agreement to cover this resource.
- **Elsevier Journals** – Please see the OSC website for the status of the journal negotiation: https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/open-access-at-uc/publisher-negotiations/uc-and-elsevier/.
- **Gale Digital Scholar Lab** – Trial is effective through 6/3/2019.
- **JSTOR Forum (previously Shared Shelf)** – SCLG proposal was approved on 3/21. CDL is reviewing JSTOR’s edits on the draft agreement.
- **Nexis Uni** – SCLG supported renewal, and CDL has been negotiating. CDL is also discussing bulk API subscription for TDM access and will inform SCLG once options are clarified.
- **OCLC** – CDL is negotiating to achieve cost reduction and annual price increase caps reduction, in time for the upcoming 7/1/2019 renewal.

**Completed Launches / Transitions / Renegotiations / Cancellations**

- **America’s Historical Newspapers (Newsbank)** – America’s Historical Newspapers has updated their platform. More information: https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2019/04/02/americas-historical-newspapers-migrates-to-enhanced-interface/
- **CAMIO** – OCLC has discontinued access to the CAMIO database. More information: https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2019/04/11/access-discontinued-to-oclcs-camio-database/
In-Process Launches, Platform Transitions and Updates

- **China Data Online (All China Marketing Research Co)** — China Data Online has been licensed as a Tier 2 resource. CDL is handling launch activities for this resource. Article forthcoming.

- **Maruzen Ebook DDA (Maruzen)** — A Tier 2 Japanese Ebook DDA with the publisher Maruzen has been negotiated by UCB on behalf of the UC system. CDL is handling launch activities for this resource. Article forthcoming.

- **MLA International Bibliography** — MLA Bibliography is moving to Ebsco for hosting and distribution. Overlap access will be available shortly and CDL will handle transition activities.

- **Naxos (Naxos)** — Naxos will be updating their platform in April. CDL will handle transition activities.

- **Philpapers** — The OA resource Philpapers has been subscribed for the UC system. CDL is handling launch activities for this resource. Article forthcoming.

- **Sabin Americana (Gale) and Archives of Sexuality and Gender 1-3 (Gale)** — CDL is handling launch activities for these resources. Article forthcoming.

- **Takita Choin kyūzō kindai sakka genkōshū (JapanKnowledge)** — Takita Choin kyūzō kindai sakka genkōshū has been licensed systemwide on the JapanKnowledge platform. CDL will handle launch activities. Article forthcoming.

The [Licensing status (request CDL password)](#) page has been updated.